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Guerlain's  Super Tips

 
By SARAH JONES

French beauty marketer Guerlain is touting the capabilities of its  Super T ips skincare line through a power-packed
social campaign.

Through content posted across Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, the brand depicts the tubes of product as
superheroes fighting to right skin-suffering crimes such as late nights and chocolate overloads. Personifying beauty
products enables brands to showcase their properties in an amusing manner.

"My Super T ips is a high potential's skincare range, to recruit new customers through colorful, easy-to-use and
originals products," said Sarah Curtis Henry, vice president of marketing and PR at Guerlain, New York.

"This range answers to precise and universal consumer insights," she said. "The digital content is here to talk about
this range in an original way and offer a surprising creative approach inspired by comics to link to the Superhero
universe."

Cos metic comic bookCos metic comic book

In a short introductory video, Guerlain highlights its cast of characters. In text, it explains that each product tackles
"one problem" with "one solution."

Another short clip shows the colorful tubes flying through the sky as cartoon clouds, lightning bolts and stars appear
around them. Text says, "Always keep your Super T ips with you for a super day," as the tubes fall into a yellow
handbag.
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#MySuperTips ? Don't  let a skin issue ruin your day: never go out without your beauty survival kit! Collect these 5
colourful, ultra-practical and miniature skin superheroes, essential companions in our hectic lives. #Guerlain
#Beauty #Skincare

A video posted by Guerlain (@guerlain) on May 6, 2016 at 9:48am PDT

From there, the brand posts cartoons depicting one of the products surrounded by imagery that represents the issue it
fights. For instance, Stop Spot, an anti-blemish treatment, is  shown with a target and a no symbol to communicate its
ability to conceal and treat any acne.

Super Lips, which promises to repair lips following stresses such as UV exposure, wind and kisses, is  shown with
cartoon lips and the word "smack" written in bold lettering. Crme SOS is shown as emergency repair for tightness,
warmth or irritation with the addition of bandages and the word "ouch."

When beauty rest is  out of reach, Midnight Secret is said to be two extra hours of sleep. Along with a darkened sky,
Guerlain markets this with an image of a plane and clock hands.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BFErU_2EU8v/


#MySuperTips ? You don't  want your skin to show your late nights, frayed nerves, recent chocolate overload or
permanent state of jet lag, do you? Discover the My Super Tips beauty survival kit , offering quick and effect ive
solut ions to your everyday issues! #Guerlain #Beauty #Skincar

A photo posted by Guerlain (@guerlain) on May 7, 2016 at 5:04am PDT

While the individual products are available for purchase separately for $29.50, presenting the collection as a
"survival kit" may spur purchases of the entire set.

"My Super T ips are Superheros because they are all essential companions in our hectic lives, they are four colorful,
ultra-practical and miniature skin superheros that are great to collect," Ms. Curtis Henry said.

The line, available from May, is retailing in Guerlain boutiques, Bloomingdale's, Saks Fifth Avenue, Nordstrom,
Neiman Marcus, Sephora, Dillard's and Bergdorf Goodman in the United States.

Getting to know you
While it can be difficult to navigate and discover new solutions outside of the beauty counter consultation, social
media has enabled brands to introduce new products in a memorable, engaging way.

For instance, French fashion house Givenchy helped consumers to determine which beauty product is best for them
by positioning the choices as a dating game.

Givenchy's "Mister Finder" was shared on the house's dedicated beauty and fragrance Facebook page to ensure
interested consumers were aware of the initiative. For the initiative, Givenchy personified its cosmetics as men by
using the prefix "mister" before the specific beauty product (see story).

Also, French fashion house Chanel helped consumers decide which of Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel's lovers, muses
and relatives is right for them with a short quiz.

Shades of Chanel's Rouge Coco lipsticks are named after important influencers and figures in Ms. Chanel's life and
work to give a narrative to an aspirational product. Recently, many beauty brands have personified lipsticks using
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male and female names to link to their designers as well the consumer's own life (see story).

"The objective is to speak to a wider target and make people discover the 'happy' face of Guerlain," Ms. Curtis Henry
said.

"My Super T ips are for everyone and easy to use with instant benefits," she said. "They are simple and straight to the
point - One problem, One solution - but still with Guerlain's know how and cult & mythic formulas."
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